This work presents a grapheme-based approach of English-to-Chinese (E2C) transliteration, which consists of many-to-many (M2M) alignment and conditional random fields (CRF) using accessor variety (AV) as an additional feature to approximate local context of source graphemes. Experiment results show that the AV of a given English named entity generally improves effectiveness of E2C transliteration.
Introduction
Transliteration is a subfield of computation linguistics, and is defined as the phonetic translation of names across languages. Transliteration of named entities is essential in numerous applications, such as machine translation, corpus alignment, cross-language information retrieval, information extraction, and automatic lexicon acquisition. The transliteration modeling approaches can be classified as phoneme-based, grapheme-based, and a hybrid of phoneme and grapheme.
Numerous studies focus on the phonemebased approach (Knight and Graehl, 1998; Virga and Khudanpur, 2003) . Suppose that E is an English name and C is its Chinese transliteration, the phoneme-based approach first converts E into an intermediate phonemic representation p, and then converts p into its Chinese counterpart C. The idea is to transform both the source and target names into comparable phonemes so that the phonetic similarity between the two names can be measured easily. The grapheme-based approach, which treats the transliteration as a statistical machine translation problem under monotonic constraint, has also attracted much attention (Li et al., 2004) . This approach aims to obtain the bilingual orthographical correspondence directly to reduce the possible errors introduced in multiple conversions. The hybrid approach attempts to utilize both phoneme and grapheme information for transliteration. Oh and Choi (2006) proposed a strategy to include both phoneme and grapheme features in a single learning process.
This work presents a grapheme-based approach of English-to-Chinese (E2C) transliteration using many-to-many alignment (M2M-aligner) (Jiampojamarn et al., 2007) and conditional random fields (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001 ) with additional features of accessor variety (AV) (Feng et al., 2004) . The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces related works involving M2M-aligner, CRF, and AV. The concept of this work for transliteration using M2M-aligner, CRF, and AV are explained in Section 3. Section 4 describes the experiment results and discussion. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5. Yang et al. (2009) proposed a two-step CRF model for direct orthographical mapping (DOM) machine transliteration, in which the first CRF segments a source word into chunks and the second CRF maps the chunks to a word in the target language. Reddy and Waxmonsky (2009) presented a phrase-based translation system that characters are grouped into substrings to be mapped atomically into the target language, which showed how substring representation can be incorporated into a CRF model with local context and phonemic information. Shishtla et al. (2009) Shishtla et al. , yet this work focuses on the additional AV feature of CRF and uses M2M-aligner, which will be described in Section 2.2, instead of GIZA++.
Related Works

CRF-based Transliteration
M2M-Aligner
Jiampojamarn et al. (2007) argued that previous work has generally assumed one-to-one alignment for simplicity, but letter strings and phoneme strings are not typically in the same length, so null phonemes or null letters must be introduced to make one-to-one-alignments possible. Furthermore, two letters frequently combine to produce a single phoneme (double letters), and a single letter can sometimes produce two phonemes (double phonemes). For example, the English word "ABERT" with its Chinese transliteration "阿贝特", which Jaimpojamarn et al. referred as "phonemes", is aligned as:
The letters "BE" are an example of the double letter problem which mapping to the single phoneme "贝." These alignments provide more accurate grapheme-to-phoneme relationships for a phoneme prediction model. Hence the M2M-aligner is for alignments between substrings of various lengths and based on the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. For more details of the algorithm, readers are encouraged to explore previous works of Ristad and Yianilos (1998), and Jiampojamarn et al. (2007) .
Despite ambiguity between Chinese transliteration and phoneme, the above paragraph of the opinion of Jaimpojamarn et al. indicates a particular problem of E2C transliteration, that the training data comprised pairs of names written in source and target scripts lacks explicit grapheme-level alignment. This work uses M2M-aligner as an unsupervised method for generating alignments of the training data, which provide hypotheses of DOM without null graphemes. Feng et al. (2004) proposed accessor variety (AV) to measure how likely a character substring is a Chinese word. Another similar measurement of English and Chinese words called boundary entropy or branching entropy (BE) was used in several works (Tung and Lee, 1994; Chang and Su, 1997; Cohen and Adams, 2001; Cohen et al., 2002; Huang and Powers, 2003; Tanaka-Ishii, 2005; Jin and Tanaka-Ishii, 2006; Cohen et al., 2007) . The basic idea behind these measurements is closely related to one particular perspective of n-gram and information theory of cross entropy or perplexity. Zhao and Kit (2007) induced that AV and BE both assume that the border of a potential word is located where the uncertainty of successive characters increases, where AV and BE are regarded as the discrete and continuous versions, respectively, of the fundamental work of Harris (1970) , and then chose to adopt AV as the additional feature of CRF-based Chinese Word Segmentation (CWS). The AV of a string s is defined as:
Accessor Variety
(1)
In Eq. (1), L av (s) and R av (s) are defined as the number of distinct preceding and succeeding characters, except when the adjacent character is absent due to a sentence boundary, and then the pseudo-character of the beginning or end of a sentence is accumulated indistinctly. Feng et al. (2004) also developed more heuristic rules to remove strings that contain known words or adhesive characters. For the strict meaning of unsupervised features and for simplicity, this study does not include those additional rules.
The necessity of AV is primarily on the demand for semi-supervised learning. Since AV can be extracted from large corpora without any manual segmentation or annotation, hidden variables underlying frequent surface patterns of languages may be captured via an inexpensive and unsupervised algorithm such as suffix array. Unsupervised feature selection of AV or similar features has generally improved effectiveness of supervised CWS on cross-domain and unlabeled data (Jiang et al., 2010) , and this work consequently considers that AV of un-segmented English names from training, development, and test data might help enhancing E2C transliteration.
Transliteration using EM and CRF
CRF Alignment Labeling
In the work, M2M-aligner first maximizes the probability of the observed source-target word pairs using the EM algorithm and subsequently sets the grapheme alignments via maximum a posteriori estimation. CRF is then conditioned on the grapheme alignments to produce globally
optimal solutions. However, the performance of the EM algorithm is frequently affected by the initialization. To obtain better alignment results of M2M-aligner, this work empirically sets the "maxX" parameter for the maximum size of subalignments in the source side to 8, and sets the "maxY" parameter for the maximum size of subalignments in the target side to 1 (denoted as X8Y1 in short), since one of the well known a priori of Chinese is that almost all Chinese characters are monosyllabic, which reflects the situation of "double phoneme" mentioned in Section 2.2. Notably, this work follows the definition of grapheme described by Oh and Choi (2005) to prevent from confusion of phoneme, grapheme, character, and letter, that graphemes refer to the basic units (or the smallest contrastive units) of written language: for example, English has 26 graphemes or letters or characters, Korean has 24, and German has 30. Table 1 is an example of M2M-aligner results. With aligned training data, a transliteration model can be then trained by CRF to generate names in the target language from names in the source language. This work uses Wapiti (Lavergne et al., 2010) as CRF toolkit. Table 2 is an example of training data for a CRF alignment labeling, where the tags B and I indicate whether the grapheme is in the starting position of the sub-alignment. This work tests several combinations of conventional CRF features along with their abbreviated notations for E2C transliteration, as shown in Table 3 , where C i represents the input graphemes bound individually to the prediction label at its current position i. Take Table 2 as an example, if the current position is at the label "B 迪", features generated by C -1 , C 0 and C 1 are "A" "D" and "I" respectively. Note that a prediction label may either comprise a positioning tag and a Chinese grapheme, or just be the positioning tag itself.
CRF with AV
This work extends the work of Zhao and Kit (2008) into a unified representation for AV features of English graphemes. The representation accommodates both the position of a string and the string's likelihood ranking by the logarithm. Formally, the ranking function for a string, s, with a score, x, counted by AV is defined as: The logarithm ranking mechanism in Eq. (2) is inspired by Zipf's law to alleviate the potential data sparseness of infrequent strings. The rank r and the corresponding positions of a string are then concatenated as feature tokens. To provide readers with a clearer picture of the appearance of feature tokens, a sample representation for AV is presented and explained in Table 4. For example, considering strings with two graphemes, one of the strings "AB" is ranked r = 3; therefore, the column of di-grapheme feature tokens has "A" denoted as 3B and "B" denoted as 3E. If another di-grapheme string, "BA," Table 2 . Example of a CRF labeling format for E2C transliteration Table 4 . Example of AV features competes with "AD" at the position of "A" with a higher rank of r = 4, then 4B is selected for feature representation of the token at a certain position. Notably, when the string "AD" conflicts with the string "DI" at the position of "D" with the same rank of r = 4, the corresponding position with the ranking of the leftmost string, which is 4E in this case, is applied arbitrarily.
Results and Discussions
E2C Transliteration Results
In the interest of brevity, only the 3 rd and the 4 th standard runs that exceed 0.3 in terms of top-1 accuracy (ACC) are listed in Table 5 . Numerous models of pilot tests have been trained using both the training set and the development set, and then evaluated on the development set for optimizing CRF feature combinations, as shown in Table 6 .
Error Analysis and Discussions
Based on observations of the pilot tests, there is a clear trend that AV features improve performances significantly. However, improvements on the test set are not as good as expected. After carefully investigating NEWS-2011 data, one particular phenomenon has been noticed: only the development set contains phrasal named entities. Furthermore, some E2C word pairs are not pure transliterations and aligned in very different character lengths, such as the word pair of "COMMONWEALTH OF THE BAHAMAS" and "巴哈马联邦," and this phenomenon is noted as "semi-semantic transliteration" for convenience. In fact, the M2M parameter "maxX" of this work has been designed for these phrasal structure to be relatively larger and less symmetrical to the parameter "maxY" than previous works that usually set both X and Y to 2 as default values. Since the M2M and the CRF models might over-fit the development set, phrasal structure and semi-semantic transliterations that only appeared in the development set probably became noises according to the test set.
To analyze semi-semantic transliterations, NEWS-2011 Chinese-to-English (C2E) backtransliteration corpus have been acquired, and the corresponding standard runs have been submitted owing to the policy of NEWS shared task. The C2E experiments, however, encountered a serious problem of CRF L-BFGS training requirement on space complexity, therefore the submitted results are actually incomplete and erroneous, since C2E transliteration using the proposed approach produces too many labels and features to train a CRF model with the whole training set. In authors' experiences, even a workstation with 24GB memory spaces is insufficient for such training. Notably, the similar hardware constraint makes the 4 th standard run of E2C, which is the primary one, to regress to the simpler Chinese grapheme labeling strategy, namely G B , while introducing deeper contexts and more specific positioning tags, to trade efficiency of CRF training phases.
Conclusion and Future Work
This work proposes to use AV of source grapheme for E2C transliteration. Experiments indicate the AV features generally improve the performance in terms of ACC. Recommended future investigations would be features of target graphemes or source-channel models (Li et al., 2004) that are efficient and capable of recognizing semi-semantic transliteration. 50-23. Wallace Academic Editing service is appreciated for their editorial assistance. The authors would like to thank anonymous reviewers for their constructive criticisms. 
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